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Manuscript, Print, Digital :   

Publishing studies as an approach to Grail literature 

 

The task set for me by the editors of this volume was to offer insight into new 

approaches to the study of Grail literature. Since my research adopts an approach that 

finds its locus in the material culture(s) of Grail literature, at first glance my methodology 

might seem to offer nothing new. After all, I am far from the first scholar to adopt a 

materiality-oriented approach1. Indeed, the various calls, perhaps most notably and 

persistently from Keith Busby2, for scholars of medieval literature to return to the original 

documents – to contextualise their findings within the circumstances of their original 

transmission – have been heard loud and clear, and we are reaping the benefits in terms 

of gaining knowledge, insight and methodological innovation. My particular take on this 

growth of interest in codicological and palaeographical approaches to medieval literature, 

and this is where my methodology reveals itself as more obviously nuanced and 

innovative, is to consider what I propose to call the « publishing contexts » of Grail 

literature. In doing so, I use the word « publishing » intentionally ; I understand it to cover 

the concept of public dissemination of texts in all their written formats : manuscripts, 

printed books and e-books. I suggest, too, that it is not unreasonable to apply this term to 

other forms of textual dissemination, be they oral, cinematographic or musical. 

Furthermore, since the Grail genre is one of the few that can claim a particularly long and 

enduring history since its twelfth-century inception in Chrétien de Troyes’ Conte du 

Graal, it provides the ideal test-bed for tracing historical developments in publishing 

practice and what they can tell us about literary reception.   

I realise that this use of terminology and, indeed, this approach as a whole risks 

courting controversy, but I hope to provide a brief case study here that helps to elicit some 

of the reasons as to why this is a practical, and indeed useful, concept to employ. I shall 

do so by offering, first, a very concise summary of some of the prevailing arguments for 

understanding the publishing trade as having been in operation prior to the advent of the 

printing press (for the purposes of this piece, specifically in a manuscript culture). Second, 

and perhaps more useful as an illustration of the practicality and promise of the approach, 

I shall offer a selective overview of one « historical publishing practice » in Grail 

literature : the uses of blurbs. My key motivation, therefore, is to contribute an adaptable 

methodology to the study of the Grail, one that I believe can help us to gain new insights 

into the interests and motivations of audiences, as well as into methods of production and 

marketing, across the history of Grail literature3. In providing an overview of this 

methodological approach, I do not seek to suggest that this can provide all or even many 

of the answers to our questions about publishers and audiences. However, I believe I can 

 
1 See, for example, Keith BUSBY, Codex and Context : Reading Old French Verse Narrative in Manuscript, 2 vol., 

Amsterdam/New York, Rodopi, 2002 (throughout) ; Alison STONES, « The Lancelot-Graal Project », New Directions 

in Later Medieval Manuscript Studies : Essays from the 1998 Harvard Conference, ed. Derek Pearsall, Cambridge, D. 

S. Brewer, 2000, p. 167-182 ; Jane H. M. TAYLOR, Rewriting Arthurian Romance in Renaissance France : From 

Manuscript to Printed Book, Cambridge, D. S. Brewer, 2014. 
2 Busby (throughout) makes a particularly impassioned plea, in essence setting out this desideratum as the foundation 

upon which his formidable Codex and Context is based. BUSBY, Codex and Context : […], op. cit.  
3 In essence, my aim is merely to offer only a brief summary of my rationale, since I set out a more in-depth series of 

justifications in my article on the manuscripts of the Conte du Graal and its Continuations. (Leah TETHER, « Revisiting 

the Manuscripts of Perceval and the Continuations : Publishing Practices and Authorial Transition », Journal of the 

International Arthurian Society, Berlin/New York, vol. 2, 2014, p. 20-45.) I also provide a long discussion of the matter 

in my monograph Publishing the Grail in Medieval and Renaissance France. (Leah TETHER, Publishing the Grail in 

Medieval and Renaissance France, Cambridge, D. S. Brewer, 2017 [Arthurian Studies 85], chap. 1.) 



 

 

demonstrate that this approach offers an opportunity to enrich the existing methodologies 

available to us for such study, and might usefully help us to nuance some of our thinking 

on these topics.   

It is important to note that, at the time of writing, I am in the final stages of publishing 

a monograph focused on the application of this concept to Grail literature in the period c. 

1200-1530. A much-expanded study of blurbs specifically in relation to medieval and 

early modern editions of Grail literature appears in that volume4, and I will, by necessity, 

have to summarise in brief some of my methods and findings from that study here ; I 

provide references to the relevant sections where appropriate. However, since the larger 

project surrounding my monograph incorporated an even broader view, one considering 

examples of publication right up to the current day (including digital formats), it is this 

wider, trans-historical view that I shall take in the present study, utilising the publication 

and re-publication of just one Grail text, Chrétien’s Conte du Graal, as a case study.  

 

« Publishing » : A short defence of terminology  

The popular assertion that the notion of publishing only commenced with the 

fifteenth-century introduction of the printing press, as suggested by scholars such as 

Marshall McLuhan5 and Elizabeth Eisenstein6, is quickly becoming outdated, and for 

several reasons. First and foremost, the suggestion that the printed book so rapidly took 

over the mantle of the manuscript that it caused an immediate revolution in the processes 

associated with book production neglects the fact that the commercial book market was 

already in the process of significant change. As a result of the rising literacy of the later 

Middle Ages, for example, the demand for ever-quicker book production also grew. As a 

consequence, book producers, struggling to meet these new and increasing demands, 

sought out methods through which they could deliver more books, more quickly, to more 

readers. One clear example, for instance, is provided by the fairly widespread practice of 

parcelling up books into sections/sets of gatherings to enable the employment of several 

scribes concurrently in the production of a sole volume7. Such operating processes would 

seem to suggest that the introduction of the printing press should be seen as a direct 

response to these and other transformations already in train. In essence, had there not been 

a demand, a printing press might not have been developed, at least not at this particular 

moment. Seen in this light, it is perhaps an oversimplification to contend that the press 

brought about a completely new era from which the notion of publishing developed. 

Rather, and in line with the suggestion of Michael Clanchy8, we might be better to refer 

to the press as a « culmination » of a wide-ranging set of changing circumstances in 

commercial book production. 

A second argument can be made in respect of the fact that any notion of the printing 

press as being a unique catalyst for the establishment of a publishing trade ignores the 

simple reality that the manuscript format did not disappear from the book production trade 

overnight, or even at all for some considerable time. Many patrons continued to order 

 
4 Ibid., chap. 2.  
5 Marshall MCLUHAN, The Gutenberg Galaxy : The Making of Typographic Man, Toronto, University of Toronto Press, 

1962, p. IX.  
6 Elizabeth L. EISENSTEIN, The Printing Press as an Agent of Change : Communications and Cultural Transformations 

in Early Modern Europe, 2 vol., Cambridge, Cambridge University Press, 1980, p. 10-14.  
7 Richard A. ROUSE and Mary A. ROUSE, Manuscripts and their Makers : Commercial Book Producers in Medieval 

Paris, 1200-1500, 2 vol., Turnhout, Harvey Miller, 1999, t. 1, p. 253.  
8 Michael T. CLANCHY, « Looking Back from the Invention of Printing », Literacy in Historical Perspective, ed. Daniel 

P. Resnick, Washington, Library of Congress, 1983, p. 7-22, here p. 8.  



 

 

copies of texts, and read them as well, in manuscript format until at least the seventeenth 

century9. In the case of luxury books, manuscript actually remained the preferred format. 

Put another way, manuscripts and printed books coexisted quite happily for a very long 

time, and it would be deeply problematic to suggest that one format constituted a 

publication, whilst the other did not. In her recent monograph, Jane Taylor identifies this 

chapter in book production history as a « mixed economy10 ». These two arguments alone 

seem to be enough to suggest – at the very least tentatively – that the notion of publishing 

texts existed well before the printing press was introduced, but there is more evidence, 

too. For example, the writings of medieval authors and book producers can sometimes be 

shown to evince the idea that there existed an awareness of a « moment of publication » ; 

I leave such discussions, however, to my monograph11, since turning to the case study 

that I propose will be more usefully illustrative in this context. For the purposes of this 

exposé, therefore, it is sufficient to grasp that my approach, if boiled down to the most 

concise terms, consists in positing manuscript as a format of publication that can be 

usefully analysed and considered alongside its print and digital counterparts as witnesses 

of historical publication practice.  

 

« Blurbs » : Historical publishing tool ? 

In modern book publishing, blurbs are, of course, pivotal marketing tools in 

convincing customers to purchase books. In 2010, The Bookseller reported that a study 

by Book Marketing Limited had shown that « the blurb makes 62% of consumers buy a 

particular product12 ». Blurbs therefore hold considerable economic and discursive value. 

However, they are rather modern devices, developed to complement shifts in book 

production and marketing13. In terms of its specific definition, the OED defines a blurb 

as « a short description of a book written for promotional purposes14 », but this simple 

understanding of the device has been frequently nuanced by other scholars. For example, 

the philosopher Alan Levinovitz states that a blurb is a « hyperbolic [piece of] prefatory 

puff » which is « born of marketing, authorial camaraderie, and a genuine obligation to 

the reader, three staples of the publishing industry since its earliest days15 ». Both 

definitions certainly have the air of plausibility, and indeed familiarity. And yet, these are 

not so specific as to demand that a blurb has to appear in any particular location, be 

authored by a specific individual, or even take an exact format, which leaves open the 

possibility that a blurb can be much more than that short piece of copy so commonly 

 
9 Alexandra WALSHAM and Julia CRICK, « Introduction : Script, print, and history », The Uses of Script and Print, 1300-

1700, ed. Julia Crick, Alexandra Walsham, Cambridge, Cambridge University Press, 2004, p. 1-26, here p. 12 ; David 

MCKITTERICK, Print, Manuscript and the Search for Order, 1450-1830, Cambridge et al., Cambridge University Press, 

2005, p. 27.  
10 TAYLOR, Rewriting Arthurian Romance in Renaissance France : […], op.cit., p. 42.  
11 TETHER, Publishing the Grail in Medieval and Renaissance France, op.cit., p. 18-20.  
12 Victoria GALLAGHER, « Publishers are “missing a trick” with blurbs », The Bookseller (11 June 2010, 

<http://www.thebookseller.com/news/publishers-missing-trick-blurbs.html>, accessed 15 February 2016).  
13 The term seems to have been brought into use as late as 1907 by American humorist, Gelett Burgess, Charlotte 

LAUGHLIN and Bill CRIDER, « Paperback Blurbs », Paperback Quarterly, vol. 4, 1981, p. 3-12, here p. 3. Burgess would 

later provide his own definition of the term : « A flamboyant advertisement ; an inspired testimonial. 2. Fulsome praise ; 

a sound like a publisher... On the « jacket » of the « latest » fiction, we find the blurb ; abounding in agile adjectives 

and adverbs, attesting that this book is the « sensation of the year », Gelett BURGESS, Burgess Unabridged : A New 

Dictionary of Words You Have Always Needed, New York, Stokes, 1914, p. 7.  
14 « Blurb », Oxford English Dictionary (<http://www.oxforddictionaries.com/definition/english/blurb>, accessed 15 

February 2016).  
15 Alan LEVINOVITZ, « I Greet You in the Middle of a Great Career : A Brief History of Blurbs », The Millions (1 

February 2012, <http://www.themillions.com/2012/02/i-greet-you-in-the-middle-of-a-great-career-a-brief-history-of-

blurbs.html>, accessed 15 February 2016).  



 

 

found on the back cover of a paperback or the inside flap of a hardback16. Indeed, in a 

digital age, any notions regarding the correct « location » of a blurb become even more 

arbitrary as a means of identifying a piece of copy as such, because blurbs do not and 

cannot appear on a physical product, since one does not exist, per se. Rather, blurbs tend 

to appear as part of an internet listing on an « e-tailer’s » website, and are not included 

into the e-book itself because, in order to read an e-book (at least usually, unless we are 

talking of pirated copies), one has to have purchased it already – in this context, a blurb 

as a marketing tool would be largely redundant.  

If, then, we are to accept that such gobbits of promotional copy can be found both in 

other locations and other forms in the digital age and still be defined as a blurb, what 

prevents us from arguing that the publishers, printers and purveyors of medieval texts 

who compose/publish short, promotional copy in and around their products are in fact 

adopting analogous practices to modern publishers as a means of adding both 

informational and commercial value to their products ? If we embrace such a broad 

understanding of the blurb, then items such as prefaces, long titles and contents pages and 

even library cataloguing synopses associated with both medieval and early modern texts 

might be argued as constituting blurbs, at least in function if not in form. For example, 

these items engage an audience with a text, and they tempt that audience not only to read 

further but in many cases also, and importantly, to buy or commission, just as do blurbs. 

In the words of James Spackman, sales and trade marketing director at Hodder & 

Stoughton, blurbs are perhaps most clearly distinguished by virtue of the fact that their 

« words are commercially valuable17 ». Put simply, the wide recognition that the purpose 

of blurbs is to provide a crucial motivating factor in book purchase and consumption – to 

monetise content, in other words – gives a much more specific means by which to 

determine what is and what is not a blurb. But it would be too reductive to suggest that 

blurbs are only valuable in economic (not to say capitalist) terms. There is surely also a 

cultural value to blurbs for, just as they can be indicative of trends in textual purchase and 

consumption, they can equally offer insights into audiences, revealing details about 

readers’ changing relationships with, and interests in, texts over time. With this broader 

understanding of the blurb in mind, I will now turn to Chrétien’s tale, and will explore 

the chronological development of the blurb in relation to a selection of trans-historical 

editions (manuscript, print and digital) of the text18, with the aim of offering some 

preliminary suggestions as to how these might help us to interpret the motivations of both 

publishers and audiences alike. 

 

Blurbs in Chrétien’s Conte du Graal 

Chrétien’s twelfth-century Conte du Graal, the first known text to mention the Grail, 

was left unfinished. A later continuator, Gerbert de Montreuil, writing in c. 1225 tells us 

that death prevented Chrétien from completing the work19. Indeed, it is the very 

 
16 Indeed, even a « traditional » blurb can be authored by any number of people. Typically, in trade publishing one 

might expect an editor to write the blurb, whilst in academic publishing it is often the author. However, the subsequent 

editorial interventions of the author, the editor, the marketing team or even a combination of these and other agents 

means that identifying any one author of a blurb is tricky at best. 
17 Quoted in GALLAGHER, « Publishers are “missing a trick” with blurbs », art. cit.  
18 I provide an indicative listing of editions in Appendix 1 – there are, of course, many others that could also be included 

amongst the modern editions, but for reasons of space and economy I have just noted the most prominent examples. 

Those marked with (*) are referred to directly in this study. 
19 Ce nous dist Crestien de Troies / Qui de Percheval comencha, / Mais la mors qui l’adevancha / Ne li laissa pas traire 

affin […] (v. 6984-6987). I use the edition of Gerbert’s text produced by Williams and Oswald : GERBERT DE 

MONTREUIL, La Continuation de Perceval, 3 vol., éd. Mary Williams, Paris, Champion, 1922-1925, t. 1-2 (Classiques 



 

 

« unfinishedness » of the text that seems to have given it such an appeal, not only to the 

four Continuators who wrote directly in Chrétien’s shadow20, but also to those later 

adaptors and re-writers of Chrétien’s Grail material, such as Robert de Boron and the 

apparently anonymous authors of the Vulgate Cycle21, whose respective blurbs I consider 

in my monograph. The manuscripts of Chrétien’s canonical text only rarely contain any 

extra embellishment to the text in the sense of a blurb : such items as colophons, scribal 

interventions and other pieces of preliminary/supplementary matter are seldom to be 

found. Chrétien himself, however, includes a rather grand prologue to the tale, so there is 

at least some chance that publishers of his text felt no need to augment that which he had 

usefully provided. Indeed, if we remind ourselves of Levinovitz’s definition of a blurb 

and apply it to Chrétien’s prologue as I shall do now, we should see how its hyperbolic, 

commercially-oriented communication of what Chrétien sees as the most appealing 

aspects of the tale for his target audience seems to fit quite characteristically within the 

parameters of a blurb. For ease of reference, I reproduce the sixty-eight-line prologue in 

Appendix 2.  

It is worthy of note that the first sixty lines of Chrétien’s prologue are devoted almost 

entirely to the profligate praise of the work’s patron, Philip of Flanders, fashioning him 

in the mould of someone as great as, or perhaps greater than, Alexander. Chrétien 

comments, for example :  

 
 Qu’il (Chrétien) le fait por le plus preudome  

Qui soit en l’empire de Rome. 

C’est li quens Phelipes de Flandres, 

Qui valt mix ne fist Alixandres, 

Cil que l’en dist qui tant fu buens. […]  (v. 11-15)22 

 
Dont li quens est mondes et saus. 

Li quens est teus que il n’escoute 

Vilain gap ne parole estoute, 

Et s’il ot mesdire d’autrui, 

Quels que il soit, ce poise lui. […]  (v. 20-24) 

 

Dont sachiez bien de verité 

Que li don sont de carité 

Que li bons quens Phelipes done ; 

Onques nului n’i araisonne 

Fors son bon cuer le debonaire 

Qui li loe le bien a faire. 

Ne valt cil mix que ne valut 

Alixandres, cui ne chalut 

 
français du moyen âge 20, 50), éd. Marguerite Oswald, Paris, Champion, 1975, t. 3 (Classiques français du Moyen Âge 

101).   
20 They are typically referred to as the First Continuator, the Second Continuator (sometimes Wauchier de Denain), 

Gerbert de Montreuil and Manessier. Each of these Continuators picks up the narrative thread at the point at which his 

predecessor left it to drop. Only Manessier furnishes an end (although there is conjecture to suggest Gerbert de 

Montreuil may have written an ending that was subsequently edited out ; see the discussion in TETHER, « Revisiting 

the Manuscripts of Perceval and the Continuations : […] », art. cit., chap. 5. 
21 The text of La Queste del Saint Graal suggests, of course, that Walter Map was its author, but common consensus 

contends this is a hoax (see, among many examples, Jean FRAPPIER, Étude sur La Mort le Roi Artu, roman du XIIe siècle, 

Paris, Droz, 1961, p. 21 sq. ; Pauline M. MATARASSO, The Redemption of Chivalry : A Study of the Queste del Saint 

Graal, Geneva, Droz, 1979, p. 205-241).  
22 For all references to the Conte du Graal, unless otherwise stated, I use Keith Busby’s edition : CHRETIEN DE TROYES, 

Le Roman de Perceval ou Le Conte du Graal, édition critique d’après tous les manuscrits, éd. Keith Busby, Tübingen, 

Niemeyer, 1993. 



 

 

De carité ne de nul bien ?   (v. 51-59) 

 

Chrétien is clearly enamoured by his patron, and is keen to stress his great respect 

for him, but it is, of course, quite commonplace to show such enthusiasm towards a 

patron. This said, the considerable length and scope of these particular exclamations of 

esteem come together to make it clear that Chrétien regards Philip with especial 

reverence, and certainly as the reader to whom he feels the most obligated. Philip was 

presumably paying for Chrétien’s living, thus Chrétien’s pointed encouragement of 

Philip’s buy-in (to use a modern business term) to the text must have represented an 

important commercial move for Chrétien. If Philip were warm to this tale, perhaps he 

would commission another. Given that Chrétien seems to have died before finishing the 

tale (hence the plethora of sequels and continuations which followed), however, we 

cannot know what Philip’s personal reaction might actually have been.  

In the same breath as directing this praise towards his patron, Chrétien also gives a 

hint that he understands his concurrent, if perhaps secondary, obligation to a wider 

audience in the final eight lines of the prologue : 
 

Dont avra bien salve sa paine  

Crestïens, qui entent et paine 

Par le commandement le conte 

A rimoier le meillor conte 

Qui soit contez a cort roial : 

Ce est li Contes del Graal, 

Dont li quens li bailla le livre. 

Oëz comment il s’en delivre.  (v. 61-68) 

 

Three key observations can be made here. First, Chrétien addresses himself directly 

to this wider audience, alerting them that the story that they will hear is a verse reworking 

of an existing tale, of which he was given a copy in book format by Count Philip. This 

claim of an anterior version is, of course, a perfectly familiar trope in medieval literature, 

typically used to append gravitas and legitimacy. It is also far from a new tool in 

Chrétien’s repertoire, since he had previously used it in Cligés and Le Chevalier de la 

Charrette. Whether the livre Chrétien mentions is real or a mere device, its inclusion here 

serves as a kind of marketing tool, one which seeks to attract the contemporary audience 

through appending authenticity to the tale ; indeed, Duggan23 refers to this popular trope 

precisely as « a known attraction » in the literature of the time. Second, Chrétien gives 

his tale a title, and in so doing, a key theme and focus. It is, he says, « li Contes del 

Graal », a title widely recognised as rather curious, particularly to a medieval audience 

for whom « graal » would most likely have meant « dish24 ». If, indeed, this is the 

definition the audience would have known, then it begs the question as to how this, the 

story of a dish, could be the greatest story « qui soit contez a cort roial » ? It is, of course, 

possible that there was a second meaning of which we today are unaware, but for our 

purposes this is a moot point. Whether Chrétien expects prior knowledge or pure curiosity 

on the part of the audience, he clearly believes that the Grail is the thematic aspect that 

can be used to greatest effect in appealing to his readership. Third, Chrétien’s act of self-

naming seems to work as a kind of « branding exercise » (to use yet another business 

 
23 Joseph J. DUGGAN, The Romances of Chrétien de Troyes, New Haven/London, Yale University Press, 2001, p. 274 

sq.  
24 Jean FRAPPIER, Chrétien de Troyes et le mythe du Graal. Étude sur Perceval ou Le Conte du Graal, Paris, SEDES, p. 

5-8 ; William A. NITZE, « Concerning the Word Graal, Greal », Modern Philology, vol. 13, 1916, p. 681-684. 



 

 

term) ; by now an established author (this is, of course the fifth of his major known 

romances), he invites people without irony to observe how brilliantly he acquits himself 

of the task before him. They will know him and his work by reputation and, by saying his 

name, he imprints the tale with an expectation of quality25.  

As suggested, then, Chrétien’s « blurb » can be argued as fulfilling extremely well 

the function of a blurb as set out above. To summarise, it focuses clearly on the reader 

and markets the text through reference to three key commercial drivers : first, the fact that 

the tale is based on an old story, spun anew ; second, the Grail itself, whether intended as 

an object of curiosity or a known motif ; third, the presence of Chrétien himself as author 

and brand. In this case, it seems perhaps unsurprising that the manuscripts do little to 

augment and/or edit what Chrétien provides. Indeed, just one manuscript producer sees 

fit to add a further marketing note to Chretien’s already comprehensive blurb. The 

following note appears on fo 105r of the mid-thirteenth-century ms. A (Bibliothèque 

nationale de France, ms. fr. 794) : 

 
Cil qui l’escrist Guioz a non  

Devant Nostre Dame del Val 

est ses osteus tot a estal26. 

 

Critics typically designate this as an advert, notifying readers as to where they may 

purchase copies of this, or indeed other texts27. Readers are directed to the workshop of a 

professional scribe named Guiot, which has been identified as having been located in 

Provins, based on the name of the church in front of which Guiot claims to have his 

station28. This is, of course, a note of self-promotion, rather than one aimed at promoting 

Chrétien’s text specifically. However, the two sides of the promotional game are not 

mutually exclusive. Guiot employs Chrétien’s text as a medium through which to 

demonstrate his own prowess as a publisher, which has the effect of indicating to a reader 

the quality of both Guiot’s and Chrétien’s wares. The actual success of this and similar 

marketing campaigns is a matter for debate, of course, and one unlikely to be resolved 

since there is no evidence in either direction. However, at least in respect of Chrétien’s 

text, no parallel types of notice appear in editions of the Conte du Graal until the rise of 

print29. 

The Conte du Graal manuscript tradition, as far as the extant evidence makes us 

aware, lasted until the mid-fourteenth century, when an Anglo-Norman version of the text 

was produced, apparently in England (ms. H, London, College of Arms, ms. XIV)30. As 

alluded to earlier, though, none of the manuscripts from within the tradition adds any 

 
25 See also TETHER, Publishing the Grail in Medieval and Renaissance France, op. cit., p. 30-34. 
26 This note actually appears at the end of Le Chevalier au Lion and consequently also at the end of the section of the 

manuscript devoted to Chrétien’s romances. There has been some conjecture that the manuscript was, at some point, 

bound out of order since it is more usual to find Le Conte du Graal as the closing narrative in manuscripts of Chrétien’s 

œuvres complètes, but there is still some debate in respect of this. Cf. Terry NIXON, « Catalogue of Manuscripts », Les 

manuscrits de Chrétien de Troyes/The Manuscripts of Chrétien de Troyes, ed. Keith Busby, Terry Nixon, Alison Stones, 

Lori Walters, 2 vol., Amsterdam/Atlanta, Rodopi, 1993, t. 2, p. 1-85, here p. 29 ; TETHER, « Revisiting the Manuscripts 

of Perceval and the Continuations : […] », art. cit., p. 29 sq. 
27 DUGGAN, The Romances of Chrétien de Troyes, op.cit., p. 37 ; BUSBY, Codex and Context : […], op. cit., t. 1, p. 41 ; 

Mario ROQUES, « Le manuscrit fr. 794 de la Bibliothèque nationale et le scribe Guiot », Romania, vol. 73, 1952, p. 177-

199, here p. 187.  
28 Ibid., p. 189 sq.  
29 See also TETHER, Publishing the Grail in Medieval and Renaissance France, op.cit., p. 37-39.  
30 There are also two eighteenth-century copies of ms. B, Bern, Burgerbibliothek, ms. 354 (these are listed in Appendix 

1), but I omit these from the discussion here since they represent an attempt merely to copy directly the content of ms. 

B without appending extra information. 



 

 

further augmentation in the form of a blurb to the text. However, just less than two 

centuries later in 1530, that changed significantly when a prosification of Chrétien’s text 

was published by Galiot du Pré in Paris. Early printed texts, of course, were frequently 

given extended titles. The content of these is, in some cases, such that they can effect the 

function of a blurb, particularly if we apply the definition set out above. The 1530 edition 

of Le Conte du Graal provides a particularly vivid example of this, as I shall now 

demonstrate. The title page’s text reads as follows : 
 

Tresplaisante et Re / creatiue Hystoire / du Trespreulx et vaillant Cheuallier / Perceual le galloys 

Jadis cheuallier / de la Table ronde. Leq[ue]l acheua / les aduentures du / sai[n]ct Gra / al. Auec 

aulchuns faictz / belliqueulx du noble / cheuallier Gauuai[n] / Et aultres Che/ualliers ecsta[n]s / 

au temps du noble / Roy / Arthus, non au parauant Imprimé.  

 

Auec priuilege, / On les vend au Pallais a Paris, En la bou/tique de Jehan lo[n]gis, Jehan sainct 

denis, et Gal/liot du pre. Marchans libraires demourant au/dict lieu. 

 

The final page of the edition also includes a reiteration of this announcement, reading : 

 
Fin du Romant et Hystoire du preulx / et vaillant Chevallier Perceual le Gal/loys. Jadis Cheuallier 

de la Table ro[n]de. / Lequel acheva les aduentures du Sainct / Graal. Auec auchuns faitz 

belliqueulx / du noble cheuallier Gauuain. Et aultres / Chevalliers estans au te[m]ps du noble Roy 

/ Arthus. Le tout nouuellement Imprimé / a Paris, pour ho[n]nestres personnes Jehan / sainct 

denys et Jehan longis, marchands / Libraires demeurans audict lieu. Et fut / acheue de Imprimer 

le premier iour de Se/ptembre. Lan mil cinq cens trente.   

 

This sandwiching of the narrative with promotional copy is rather similar to that 

which we saw with Guiot’s manuscript ; the reader is instructed with exacting precision 

from which shop they might purchase a copy of the text. This is almost certainly a 

commercial move – a particularly emphatic one, given the twofold repetition. The tone, 

as we have come to expect, is hyperbolic, as is indicated by the frequent use of adjectives 

such as trespreulx, vaillant and noble. What is crucial, though, is that the brand of 

Chrétien as author has disappeared from view. Instead the publisher’s formulation seems 

to place more commercial value on the names of Perceval, Gauvain and Arthur, as well 

as on the theme of chivalry through the use of terms such as belliqueulx and chevalier. 

This appears to be indicative of a shift in reception : by 1530, audiences seem to have 

been more attracted to Arthurian characters and themes rather than to Chrétien as 

author. If the blurbing of the 1530 edition is to be taken as indicative of this shift, then 

the plethora of Chrétien epigones I alluded to earlier, as well as, of course, Malory’s late-

fourteenth-century Le Morte Darthur would seem to present themselves as the most likely 

drivers of this. Such examples of réécriture had the effect of turning Arthurian literature 

into a kind of genre in its own right, or at least into a recognisable text-type that gave rise 

to a set of audience expectations in respect of what might be called typical features, that 

is, aspects which render texts « generically similar31 ». The sheer multiplicity of authors 

attached to the corpus of Arthurian literature meant that those expectations were 

inevitably directed more towards thematic- and character-driven aspects than towards 

authorship, since text-types are mostly defined by their similarities rather than their 

differences. As a result, the 1530 edition’s blurb provides a crucial example of the 

 
31 Keith BUSBY, « Narrative Genres », The Cambridge Companion to Medieval French Literature, ed. Simon Gaunt, 

Sarah Kay, Cambridge, Cambridge University Press, 2008, p. 139-152, here p. 148. 



 

 

prioritisation of Arthurian characters and themes over and above Chrétien’s authorship 

and influence32.  

The blurb of the 1530 printed edition also makes explicit mention of the fact that this 

tale has never before been available in print ; this is particularly interesting in terms of 

understanding the early-modern audience’s appetite for Le Conte du Graal. Other Grail 

texts such as the Vulgate Cycle and Malory’s Morte had been transferred into print in the 

late-fifteenth century, of course, but the same could not be said for Chrétien’s important, 

originating text. Indeed, even the 1530 edition did not trigger a trend in printing the tale : 

since other Arthurian matter, composed and published both in France and England, had 

become more fashionable in the interim, Le Conte du Graal would not see publication 

again, either in France or elsewhere, for over 300 years.  

Post-1800 editions of Le Conte du Graal range from scholarly editions to mass-

market paperbacks, as well as from classics series translations to children’s abridged 

versions33. The blurbs associated with these new types of publication continue to reveal 

details about this text’s readership, though references to places of purchase naturally 

disappear in an age when the role of the bookseller became separate from that of the 

publisher34. Not dissimilar from 1530 edition of Le Conte du Graal, early scholarly 

editions rely wholly on a longer, descriptive title to convey some of the material we would 

usually expect to find in a blurb. The function appears to be analogous, even if the nature 

of the content seems slightly different. For example, Charles Potvin’s late-nineteenth-

century edition simply provides the title : 
 

Perceval le Gallois ou le Conte du Graal publiée d’après les manuscrits originaux. par Ch. Potvin 
 

Similarly, Hilka’s 1932 edition goes by the following title : 

 
Der Percevalroman (Li Conted del Graal) von Christian von Troyes, Unter Benutzung des von 

Gottfried Baist nachgelassenen handschriftlichen Materials, Herausgegeben von Alfons Hilka 

 

It is immediately notable, by comparison with the medieval and early-modern 

editions, that what is important here to the intended readership made up of nineteenth- 

and early-twentieth-century scholars is neither themes nor characters, it is not even 

narrative content, but rather that the edition is based directly on original manuscripts or 

other scholarly material. And whilst this kind of rigour remains crucial in scholarly 

editions to the current day, a changing, more commercially-savvy academic world was 

coming. The blurb for Keith Busby’s 1993 edition provides a useful example of this :  
 

This is the first truly critical edition of Chrétien de Troyes’s Perceval and will replace the often 

inaccurate text of Hilka (1932). This new edition is based on ms. Paris, Bibliothèque Nationale, 

fr. 12576 (T), but is moderately interventionist in its attempt to approximate more closely to the 

ipsissima verba of Chrétien ; the critical text is accompanied by complete variants from the other 

manuscripts. The critical apparatus includes full descriptions of all the manuscripts of Perceval, 

an examination of the manuscript transmission of the text, and of the language of the scribe of T 

and of Chrétien ; the notes contain a running commentary on the manuscript tradition and a 

justification of every emendation made to the text of T. The edition concludes with a full glossary.  

 
32 See also TETHER, Publishing the Grail in Medieval and Renaissance France, op. cit., p. 39-45.  
33 The sheer multiplicity of examples means that I can only cover a handful here and, as stated earlier, for the same 

reason Appendix 1 is also far from exhaustive in listing them. 
34 Joseph SHAYLOR, The Fascination of Books : With other Papers on Books and Bookselling, London, Simpkin, 

Marshall, Hamilton, Kent and Co, 1912, p. 249.  

 



 

 

 

I am grateful to Keith Busby for confirming to me that these are his words, which 

were endorsed by the publisher as the blurb to be used on his edition. Here Busby keenly 

demonstrates the key motivations of his target audience : primarily scholars who will 

want to know the detail of how and why this edition is better than any previously 

produced. As a result, Busby (and the publisher by association) offers a very precise run-

down of the edition’s methodology in the blurb. We are told on which manuscript it is 

based, the level of interventionism, finer details of the critical apparatus, and we learn 

that there is « a justification of every emendation made to the text of ms. T ». In essence, 

this blurb shows how the needs of the later twentieth-century scholarly audience have 

changed from their predecessors – by means of this blurb, Busby and his publisher 

acknowledge their recognition of the target audience’s need to know not just that the text 

was produced with rigour, but also, and precisely, the ways in which this text provides a 

new and defining contribution to knowledge.  

Scholarly audiences are, however, not the only potential audiences for Chrétien’s 

Conte du Graal in the modern publishing world. In the mid-twentieth century, the rise of 

the paperback led to opportunities to make many « classic » texts available to new and 

wider audiences35. As a result, by the late-twentieth century, Chrétien’s Conte du Graal 

could be found not only in paperback format, but also in bilingual editions and translations 

aimed at a different kinds of markets – undergraduate students, of course, were an 

extremely important sector, but also included was a broader public interested in classic 

literature. Of this type of publication, the French editions listed in Appendix 1 tend to rely 

on the currency of the author in their blurbs : in other words, there is a distinct return to 

Chrétien as an important brand. This is evident in, for example, the 1990 Livre de Poche 

blurb, which reads : 
 

Voici l’œuvre dernière, restée inachevée (c. 1181), du grand romancier d’aventure et d’amour 

qu’est Chrétien de Troyes. Paradoxe d’une mort féconde. Énigme demeurée intacte. Œuvre riche 

de toutes les traditions : biblique et augustinienne, antique et rhétorique, celtique et féerique. Est-

ce un roman d’éducation ou le mystère d’une initiation ? Brille-t-il par le cristal de sa langue ou 

par la merveille d’une femme ?  

 

Une édition nouvelle, une traduction critique, la découverte d’un copiste méconnu du manuscrit 

de Berne, autant d’efforts pour restituer au lecteur moderne les puissances d’abîme et d’extase 

du grand œuvre du maître champenois. 

 

Chrétien’s authorship is mentioned immediately in this blurb, probably because a 

French audience interested in classic literature might reasonably be expected to recognise 

the weight associated with his name’s brand automatically. However, Chrétien’s name on 

its own seems to be not enough to attract as wide an audience as appears intended, as is 

suggested by the attempt to market the text to several audiences, each with fairly diverse 

interests. The blurb somewhat optimistically claims, for example, that the work is « rich 

in all traditions : Biblical and Augustinian, ancient and rhetorical, Celtic and magical ». 

Additionally, the reader’s attention is drawn to myriad interpretations of content – the 

blurb invites the reader to question whether the book is about education or initiation, or 

whether it is important because of it language or its presentation of women. This blurb, 

 
35 The rise of the paperback (at least in terms of a successful paperback publishing venture) is widely credited to Allen 

Lane, the founder of Penguin Books, for whom it was imperative that works of literature should be available in portable 

and affordable formats. Alastair MCCLEARY, « The Return of the Publisher to Book History : The Case of Allen Lane », 

Book History, vol. 5, 2002, p. 161-185, here p. 164. 



 

 

in other words, works hard to encourage the direct engagement of readers, to attract as 

broad an audience as the publication will allow, and it does so by using mystery and 

suspense, as well as an enumeration of a broad range of attractions (some more tenuously 

linked with the text than others). Similar kinds of mass-market publication in translation 

adopt an equivalent approach, which is perhaps not all that surprising when one takes into 

account the reason for the paperback having been introduced in the first place36. However, 

their specific approach to branding the narrative does differ, as I shall now show. 

English translations such as William Kibler’s (of all of Chrétien’s romances) for 

Penguin Classics (1991, revised 2004)37 and Nigel Bryant’s for Boydell and Brewer 

(1982, reprinted 2006)38 favour the approach of placing emphasis on Arthurian characters 

and themes, rather like the 1530 early-printed edition. For similar reasons, this 

presumably has much to do with the currency, or recognisability, of Chrétien as author. 

After all, an English audience is likely to have been reared primarily on a Malory-based 

Arthurian tradition, and may not have any knowledge that the narrative originated in 

written format in France. Both English translations thus provide a brief mention of 

Chrétien, alongside a short qualification of his importance. In the 1991 edition, for 

example, Kibler claims that Chrétien « virtually invented Arthurian literature as we know 

it », while Bryant states that Chrétien’s text is « the most important single Arthurian 

romance ». Far more space, however, is devoted to key themes and recognisable names 

in both translations. In Kibler’s 1991 edition, notable themes such as love, honour, the 

knight, adultery, adventure, the Round Table and mystery are mentioned, as are characters 

such as Lancelot, King Arthur and Guinevere39. Appended to the 2004 edition of Kibler’s 

translation are further familiar terms such as « legend », « courtly », « glory », 

« conflict », « quest », with an additional, and very particular, mention of the influence 

of Chrétien specifically on Malory. Indeed, this 2004 blurb makes much of the fact that 

 
36 See n. ###.  
37 Kibler’s 1991 blurb reads : « Chrétien de Troyes not only created a new genre, the courtly romance, but virtually 

invented Arthurian literature as we know it. This volume contains new prose translations of his five romances : Erec 

and Enide, which explores the dilemma of the knight who must strive to reconcile the demands of both his honour and 

his love ; Cligés, wonderful in its irony and insight into the hearts of lovers ; The Knight of the Cart, telling of the 

adulterous relations between Lancelot and King Arthur’s wife, Guinevere ; The Knight with the Lion, a romance filled 

with fantastic adventures ; and the ever haunting and mysterious The Story of the Grail. Chrétien de Troyes was an 

incomparable poet, a writer of skill and sensitivity who freed his characters to speak for themselves. William W. Kibler 

thus provides a valuable introduction to the sources and context of the romances and to what is known of the author. 

« All those who have celebrated and still celebrate King Arthur and his Knights of the Round Table, » he writes, « are 

forever in his debt. » The blurb of Kibler’s 2004 revision reads : « Taking the legends surrounding King Arthur and 

weaving in new psychological elements of personal desire and courtly behaviour, Chrétien de Troyes fashioned a new 

form of medieval romance. The Knight of the Cart is the first telling of the adulterous relationship between Lancelot 

and Arthur’s Queen Guinevere, and in The Knight with the Lion Yvain neglects his bride in his quest for greater glory. 

Erec and Enide explores a knight’s conflict between love and honour ; Cligés exalts the possibility of pure love outside 

marriage ; while the haunting The Story of the Grail chronicles the legendary quest. Rich in symbolism, these evocative 

tales combine closely observed detail with fantastic adventure to create a compelling world that profoundly influenced 

Malory, and are the basis of the Arthurian legends we know today. This edition includes notes, a glossary of medieval 

terms, and an introduction by William Kibler examining authorship and the sources of the romances. Erec and Enide 

is translated by Carleton W. Carroll, while the other four works are translated by William Kibler. » 
38 Bryant’s blurb reads : « Chrétien de Troyes’ Perceval is the most important single Arthurian romance. Written in the 

final decade of the twelfth century, it contains the very first mention of the mysterious Grail, later to become the Holy 

Grail and the focal point of the spiritual quest of the knights of Arthur’s court. Chrétien left the poem unfinished, but 

the extraordinary and intriguing theme of the Grail was too good to leave, and other poets continued and eventually 

completed it. This is the only English translation to include selections from the three continuations and from the work 

of Gerbert de Montreuil, making the romance a coherent whole, and following through Chrétien’s essential theme of 

the making of a knight, in both worldly and spiritual terms. It is thus the most complete account available in English of 

the essential Arthurian romance, the origin of the Grail legend. » 
39 See n. ###.  



 

 

these tales « are the basis of the Arthurian legends we know today40 », building on the 

1991 blurb’s direct quotation of Kibler himself, which states : « All those who have 

celebrated and still celebrate King Arthur and his Knights of the Round Table are forever 

in his debt. » Meanwhile Bryant’s blurb41 similarly makes reference to several of the most 

recognisable aspects of Arthurian narratives, including the making of a knight, the quest, 

mystery, Arthur’s court and the Grail, and closes with a reminder that Chrétien’s text 

represents « the origin of the Grail legend ». Taken together, these translations’ blurbs 

show a very clear direction in the marketing of their texts : they put considerable effort 

into illustrating the relevance of the barely known Chrétien’s work for an English 

audience by lauding his significant influence upon those tales most easily recognised by 

that group. They do this both through explicit statement and by the more implicit lexical 

echoing of trigger words and themes which elicit recognition and familiarity in the target 

audience.  

A mere few years later, at the beginning of the twenty-first century, reading 

communities had begun to engage with a further textual format. Similar to the way in 

which the printing press was developed in response to changing audience demands, so in 

a new, information-abundant age, where the written word had become freely accessible 

at the touch of a button, did publishers begin to experiment with e-formats for literature, 

aiming to keep up with audience’s desires for immediacy and flexibility in the accessing 

of literature in an increasingly global environment42. Following various false starts in 

getting technology to meet readers’ requirements in the late-twentieth century, in the 

early-twenty-first century Kindles and tablets in particular have brought about the 

normalisation of reading on screen in e-book form for ever larger demographics43. And, 

just as the printing press’ introduction catalysed further changes in the ways in which 

audiences engaged with texts, so the digital age has brought new concerns for potential 

e-book purchasers, and this is demonstrated once again by the kinds of blurbs that are 

attached to e-book products. In the case of the example we have been using here, 

Chrétien’s Conte du Graal, the blurb for the 2013 Kindle edition offers a particularly 

helpful illustration : 
 

Chrétien de Troyes, poète français, considéré comme un des premiers auteurs de romans de 

chevalerie (1135-1183). 

 

Ce livre numérique présente Perceval ou Le Conte du Graal, de Chrétien de Troyes, édité en texte 

intégral. Une table des matières dynamique permet d’accéder directement aux différentes 

sections. 

 

Content is thus deprioritised in favour of more pragmatic concerns. In a digital age, 

and not dissimilar from the blurbs of the early scholarly editions of Potvin and Hilka, 

logistical aspects have come to the fore. Functionality seems to be the key to attracting a 

buyer : themes and characters are here omitted entirely, while the author is a mere sideline 

to the apparently more important aspect of navigability.  

In conclusion, then, these blurbs, whether situated as prefaces, as cover copy, or as 

online marketing tools, give us access to contemporary perspectives on the texts from the 

 
40 See ibid. 
41 See n. ###.  
42 Marie LEBERT, A Short History of eBooks, Toronto, NEF, 2009, p. 14-17 (http://www.etudes-

francaises.net/dossiers/ebookEN.pdf, accessed 15 February 2016).  
43 Ibid., p. 76-81.  



 

 

ghosts in the margins44 – the marketeers, the publishers, the commodifiers of the books 

and manuscripts we consume. From Chrétien’s overt, almost swaggering invitation to 

observe his art to the early-modern interest in characters rather than authors, and from the 

mass-market attempts at broadening both access to and interest in medieval literature to 

Keith Busby’s precise description of his scholarly contribution, blurbs in Grail texts have 

undoubtedly developed in terms of content, subtlety and sophistication45. All have related 

underlying characteristics, though, which come together under the definition I suggested 

earlier in this case study. In essence, throughout their history blurbs have remained 

hyperbolically-charged spaces that are « born of marketing, authorial camaraderie, and a 

genuine obligation to the reader, three staples of the publishing industry since its earliest 

days », as Levinovitz put it so neatly. A crucial tool for marketing, blurbs are freely 

adapted in terms of location, form, content and authorship, but in the end all are 

constructed with the same purpose in mind : to entice the target audience to invest time, 

money or both into experiencing the text within, whenever and wherever that text was 

made. I hope, therefore, that this brief case study has provided an insight into just some 

of the benefits of employing a methodological approach grounded in publishing studies : 

I suggest that, by exploring the historical trends of literary packaging and marketing, such 

an approach offers an additional window onto the audiences and publishers of Grail 

literature, enriching our understanding of their engagement with this enduring genre. 

 

 

Leah TETHER  

(Univeristé Bristol)  
 

 

  

 
44 Thank you to Samantha J. Rayner for introducing me to this excellent idiom, which perfectly communicates the role 

of the publisher. She used it in a joint paper we delivered on blurbs in Arthurian literature at the International Congress 

of the Arthurian Society in Bucharest in July 2014. 
45 Cf. TETHER, Publishing the Grail in Medieval and Renaissance France, op. cit., p. 60 sq. 



 

 

Appendix 1 

Editions of Chrétien de Troyes’ Conte du Graal (Perceval) 

 

(*) = discussed in this study 

 

Manuscripts  

ms. C, Clermont-Ferrand, Bibliothèque municipale et interuniversitaire 248, c. 1200-

1225 

Private collection, Annonay Fragments, c. 1200-1225 

ms. L, London, British Library, Additional 36614, c. 1210-1220 

ms. F, Florence, Biblioteca Riccardiana 2943, c. 1225-1250 

ms. A, Paris, Bibliothèque nationale de France, fr. 794, c. 1225-1250* 

ms. R, Paris, Bibliothèque nationale de France, fr. 1450, c. 1225-1250 

ms. B, Berne, Burgerbibliothek 354, c. 1225-1250 

ms. K, Berne, Burgerbibliothek 113, c. 1250 

ms. E, Edinburgh, National Library of Scotland, Advocates’ 19. 1. 5, c. 1250-1275 

Private collection, Brussels Fragments (formerly de Lannoy), c. 1250-1275 

Brussels, Bibliothèque royale IV 852, nos. 10-11, c. 1250-1275 

ms. T, Paris, Bibliothèque nationale de France, fr. 12576, c. 1275-1300 

ms. V, Paris, Bibliothèque nationale de France, n. a. fr. 6614, c. 1275-1300 

ms. J, London, The National Archives, E122/100/13B, c. 1275-1300 

ms. M, Montpellier, Bibliothèque interuniversitaire, Section Médecine H 249, c. 1275-

1300 

ms. P, Paris, Bibliothèque de l’Université de Mons-Hainaut 331/206 (4568), c. 1275-

1300 

ms. Q, Paris, Bibliothèque nationale de France, fr. 1429, c. 1275-1300  

ms. U, Paris, Bibliothèque nationale de France, fr. 12577, c. 1325-1350 

ms. S, Paris, Bibliothèque nationale de France, fr. 1453, c. 1325-1350 

ms. D, Karlsruhe, Landesbibliothek, Donaueschingen 97 (& Rome, Bibliotheca 

Casanatensis, ms. 1409 – copy), c. 1331-36 (Middle High German translation by Claus 

Wisse and Philipp Colin)  

ms. H, London, College of Arms, Arundel XIV, c. 1325-1350 (Anglo-Norman)*  

 

Early printed editions 

‘ms.’ G, printed edition in prose, Galiot du Pré, 1530* 

 

Post-medieval manuscripts  

Paris, Bibliothèque nationale de France, Moreau 1721, XVIII
e siècle (copy of ms. B) 

Paris, Bibliothèque nationale de l’Arsenal 2987, XVIII
e siècle (copy of ms. B) 

 

Early scholarly editions  

Perceval le Gallois ou le Conte du Graal publié d’après les manuscrits originaux, éd. 

Charles Potvin, 6 vol., Mons, Desquesne-Masquillier, 1866-1871 (Conte du Graal is in t. 

1 and 3).* 

 

Crestiens von Troyes Contes del Graal (Percevaus li Galois) : Abdruck der Handschrift 

Paris, français 794, mit Anmerkungen und Glossar, hg. von Gottfried Baist, Freiburg in 

Breisgau, G. Ragoczy, 1911 (published privately by Baist for the use of his students).  



 

 

Der Percevalroman (Li Contes del Graal) von Christian von Troyes, Unter Benutzung 

des von Gottfried Baist nachgelassenen handschriftlichen Materials, hg. von Alfons 

Hilka, Halle, Niemeyer, 1932.* 

 

Post-1950 editions  

Le Roman de Perceval ou le Conte du Graal : Publié d’après le ms. fr. 12576 de la 

Bibliothèque Nationale, éd. William Roach, Genève/Paris, Droz, 1959 (CFMA).  

 

Le Conte du Graal : edité d’après la copie de Guiot (bibl. nat. fr. 794), éd. Félix Lecoy, 

2 vol., Paris, Champion, 1973-1975 (CFMA).  

 

CHRETIEN DE TROYES, Perceval : The Story of the Grail, trans. Nigel Bryant, Cambridge, 

D. S. Brewer, 1982 (English translation).*  

 

Chrétien de Troyes, Perceval le Gallois : Edition du manuscrit 354 de Berne, traduction 

critique, présentation et notes, éd. Charles Méla, Paris, Livre de Poche, 1990 (Lettres 

Gothiques) (bilingual edition).* 

 

CHRETIEN DE TROYES, Arthurian Romances, trans. William W. Kibler, London, Penguin, 

1991, 22004 (English translation for Penguin Classics).* 

 

CHRETIEN DE TROYES, Le Roman de Perceval ou le Conte du graal, édition critique 

d’après tous les manuscrits, éd. Keith Busby, Tübingen, Niemeyer, 1993.*  

 

CHRETIEN DE TROYES, Perceval ou le roman du graal, trans. Jean-Pierre Foucher et André 

Ortans, Paris, Gallimard, 1995, réimprimée 1999 (children’s edition).  

 

CHRETIEN DE TROYES, Perceval ou le roman du graal, trans. Jean-Pierre Foucher et André 

Ortans, Folio Classique, Paris, Gallimard, 1995 (bilingual edition). 

 

CHRETIEN DE TROYES, Perceval ou le Conte du graal, trans. Jean Dufournet, Paris, 

Garnier-Flammarion, 1997 (bilingual edition). 

 

CHRÉTIEN DE TROYES, Perceval : The Story of the Grail, trans. Burton Raffel, New 

Haven/London, Yale University Press, 1999 (English translation). 

 

CHRETIEN DE TROYES, Perceval ou le Conte du Graal, trans. Anne-Marie Cadot-Colin, 

Paris, Livre de Poche, 2005 (children’s edition). 

 

CHRETIEN DE TROYES, Perceval ou le Conte du Graal, trans. Michèle Gally, Petits 

Classiques, Paris, Larousse, 2009 (school edition). 

 

Digital editions  

CHRETIEN DE TROYES, Perceval ou le Conte du graal, Kindle editions (Éditions La 

Bibliothèque Digitale, 2013).* 

 



 

 

Appendix 2 

Text of Chrétien’s prologue (l. 1-68) 

 

(appears in ms. C, L, F, A, B, E, T, V, M, Q, U, S and H) 

Ki petit semme petit quelt, 

Et qui auques requeillir velt, 

En tel liu sa semence espande 

Que fruit a.c. doubles li rande ; 

Car en terre qui rien ne valt 

Bone semence seche et faut. 

Crestïens semme et fait semance 

D’un romans que il encomence, 

Et si le seme en si bon leu 

Qu’il ne puet [estre] sanz grant preu, 

Qu’il le fait por le plus preudome 

Qui soit en l’empire de Rome. 

C’est li quens Phelipes de Flandres, 

Qui valt mix ne fist Alixandres, 

Cil que l’en dist qui tant fu buens. 

Mais je proverai que li quens 

Valt mix que il ne fist assez, 

Car cil ot en lui amassez 

Toz les visces et toz les maus 

Dont li quens est mondes et saus. 

Li quens est teus que il n’escoute 

Vilain gap ne parole estoute, 

Et s’il ot mesdire d’autrui, 

Quels que il soit, ce poise lui. 

Li quens aime droite justise 

Et loiauté et Sainte Eglise 

Et toute vilonnie het ; 

S’est plus larges que l’en ne set, 

Qu’il done selonc l’Evangille, 

Sanz ypocrisie et sanz gille, 

Qu’el dist : « Ne sache ta senestre 

Les biens quant le fera ta destre. » 

Cil le sache qui le reçoit, 

Et Diex, qui toz les secrez voit 

Et set totes les repostailles 

Qui sont es cuers et es entrailles. 

L’Evangille por coi dist ele 

« Les biens a ta senestre cele » ? 

Le senestre, selonc l’estoire, 

Senefie la vaine gloire 

Qui vient de fausse ypocrisie. 

Et la destre que senefie ? 

Carité, qui de sa bone oevre 

Pas ne se vante, ançois se coevre, 



 

 

Si que ne le set se cil non 

Qui Diex et caritez a non. 

Diex est caritez, et qui vit 

En carité selonc l’escrit, 

– Sainz Pols le dist et je le lui – 

Il maint en Dieu, et Diex en lui. 

Dont sachiez bien de verité 

Que li don sont de carité 

Que li bons quens Phelipes done ; 

Onques nului n’i araisonne 

Fors son bon cuer le debonaire 

Qui li loe le bien a faire. 

Ne valt cil mix que ne valut 

Alixandres, cui ne chalut 

De carité ne de nul bien ? 

Oïl, n’en doutez ja de rien. 

Dont avra bien salve sa paine 

Crestïens, qui entent et paine 

Par le commandement le conte 

A rimoier le meillor conte 

Qui soit contez a cort roial : 

Ce est li Contes del Graal, 

Dont li quens li bailla le livre. 

Oëz comment il s’en delivre.  

 

 

 


